July 6, 2022 - Notes from the Division G meeting

The group devoted most of the meeting to topics raised around the proposed/circulating draft letter to President Lison and GB members. The letter is for individuals to sign as they wish; Te Paea reviewed the proposed signing process, which would be done via a website. The remaining items were (1) the Division G get-together in Dublin, set for Tuesday at midday; (2) Section update round-robin, wherein participants described their upcoming WLIC open programmes, satellites, and ongoing projects; and (3) Other topics, including best advice about pronouncing speakers' names, plus Division Chair's participation in Section/SIG business meetings. Te Paea will drop in on each group's meetings, so members can discuss matters of interest with her.

Today's participants represented the following Groups:

ENSULIB
Evidence for Global and Disaster Health (SIG)
Serials and Other Continuing Resources
Health and Biosciences
News Media
Social Sciences

Regrets:

Digital Humanities/Digital Scholarship (SIG) (due to speaking engagement elsewhere)

Submitted by Ann Okerson, Secretary